
were given several types of memory cues. One cue referred to the disposition that
explained the behavior, another cue was semantically related to the person perform-
ing the behavior, and a third type of cue described the behavior that occurred.

The key question of interest in this research is how each of these cues influenced
participants’ memory for the sentences they read. If, as the sequential model assumes,
trait inferences are spontaneously made when behaviors are described, we should find
that dispositional cues helped participants remember the sentences they read (e.g., the
cue incompetent reminds the participant of the doctor, because the participant had
automatically attributed the doctor’s behavior to incompetence when reading the sen-
tence). Figure 4.3 shows that this proved to be the case. Dispositional cues were the
most effective memory aid, followed by the action/gist cues, which described the behav-
ior sequence itself. Although there is some disagreement on the matter (D’Agostino,
1991), one interpretation of these findings is that participants spontaneously made trait
inferences as they were reading the behaviors. Later, these dispositional cues jogged
their memory and helped them remember what they had read (see also Lupfer, Clark,
& Hutcherson, 1990; Todorov & Uleman, 2002, 2003).
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TABLE 4.9 Sample Items from Winter, Uleman, and Cunniff (1985)

TO-BE-REMEMBERED SENTENCES
The tailor carries the The child tells his The doctor severs the The barber loses 20
old woman’s mother that he ate the patient’s jugular vein pounds in six weeks.
groceries across chocolates. during the operation.
the street.

MEMORY CUE
Dispositional Helpful Honest Incompetent Willpower
Semantic Clothes Toys Medicine Hair
Action/gist Assisting Confessing Surgery Dieting

Disposition Semantic Action/gist None

M
em

o
ry

0.65

0.75

0.85

0.95

1.05

0.45

0.55

Memory cue condition

0.99

0.59

0.90

0.50

FIGURE 4.3
Memory as a Function of
Memory Cue Condition

Dispositional cues were
effective memory aids,
suggesting that people
spontaneously make trait
inferences when they
observe behavior.

Source: Winter, Uleman, and
Cunniff (1985).
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